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East Asian Association of Psychology and Law 2018
12th Annual Conference
14-16 December, 2018
Kinugasa Campus, Ritsumeikan University, Kyoto, JAPAN
5 keynote & guest speeches, 22 Oral presentations, 22 poster presentations

DAY 1: Friday DEC. 14th
16:00
17:00 -17:30
17:30 -18:10
18:15 -18:30
18:30 -20:00

Registration @ Calme, Suekawa Memorial Hall
Welcome Speech
Invited Speech
Japanese Classical Dance By Yoshihiro Hiraoka
Reception Party

DAY 2: Saturday DEC. 15th
9:00 - 9:10
9:10 - 9:50
9:50 - 11:10
11:10 - 11:30
11:30 - 13:10
13:10 - 14:00
14:00 -15:30
15:30 -16:10
16:10 -16:50
16:50 -17:10
17:10 -18:10
18:10 -18:20
19:00 -21:00

Morning Greeting @ Conference Room, Soshikan
Keynote Speech
Oral Presentation
Coffee Break
Oral Presentation
Bento Lunch @ 404 & 403, Soshikan
Poster Presentation @ Conference Room, Soshikan
Keynote Speech
Oral Presentation
Coffee Break
Oral Presentation
Closing Speech
Banquet Dinner @ Kuishihachi Hakubai-cho

DAY 3: Sunday DEC. 16th
9:00 - 9:10
9:10 - 9:50
9:50 - 11:10
11:10 - 11:30
11:30 - 12:50
12:50 - 13:10
13:10 - 14:00

Morning Greeting @ Conference Room, Soshikan
Keynote Speech
Oral Presentation
Coffee Break
Oral Presentation
Farewell – Closing Ceremony
Bento Lunch @ 404 & 403, Soshikan
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Program
DAY 1 Friday Dec. 14th
CALME, SUEKAWA MEMORIAL HALL
16:00-17:00

REGISTRATION

17:00-17:30

WELCOME SPEECH
【1_Welcome Speech】An analysis of mock
deliberation: Interactions of professional and
lay judges

Ritsumeikan University

INVITED SPEECH

17:30-18:10

【1_Invited】Measurement of Sexual Interest
in Children Using Eye Movements

Kai Li Chung

University of Reading
Malaysia

JAPANESE CLASSICAL DANCE DEMONSTRATION

18:15-18:30
SHIMAI

18:30-20:00

Makiko Naka

Yoshihiro Hiraoka

Ritsumeikan University

RECEPTION PARTY
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DAY 2 Saturday Dec. 15th
CONFERENCE ROOM, SOSHIKAN 1F
9:00-9:10

MORNING GREETING
SESSION 1

9:10-13:10

KEYNOTE SPEECH
9:10-9:50

【2_K1】Non-psychological study on “Why

Tomoyuki Mizuno

Japanese judges reject psychology?”

Hosei University

ORAL PRESENTATION
9:50-10:10

【2_1_O1】An application of Brunswik's lens
model to legal decision

【2_1_O2】Rapport-building in suspect
10:10-10:30 interviewing: A comparison of relationship- and
respect-focused approaches

【2_1_O3】The determinants of punitiveness
10:30-10:50 and support for capital punishment: A
comparison of Korea and Japan
【2_1_O4】A Meta-Analytic review of the
effectiveness of forensic psychological
10:50-11:10 investigative tools：NICHD protocol,

Yuhwa Han

Chungbuk National
University

Kuan-Ju Huang

National Taiwan
University, Keio
University

Yee-San Teoh

National Taiwan
University

Tomoya Mukai
Waseda University
Yuma Matsuki
Jaekyung Ahn
Korean National Police
University

Statement Validity Analysis and
Psychophysiological Detection of Deception

Yimoon Choi

11:10-11:30

COFFEE TIME

11:30-13:10

SESSION 2

【2_2_O5】 The dark side of Visual
11:30-11:50 Recording in the Suspect Interview: a
study of the unexpected impact of video
images and the legal regulation
11:50-12:10

12:10-12:30

12:30-12:50

【2_2_O6】The effects of emotional stimulus
earwitness testimony
【2_2_O7】The effect of hindsight bias in
negligence judgements in criminal cases
【2_2_O8】Confirmation bias affects
evaluations and judgements of lay judges

【2_2_O9】Dating Violence Victimization,
12:50-13:10 Sexual assertiveness, and Acceptability of
Violence in Same Sex Relationship.

13:10-14:00

Makoto Ibusuki

Seijo University

Yuki Komoto

Keio University

Keita Ochi

Hosei University

Jieun Lee
Hallym University
Roseop Park
Daisuke Shimane
Kayo Matsuo
Yuji Itoh
Sooyeon Kim
Minchi Kim

Keio University

Sookmyung Women’s
University

BENTO LUNCH @ 403 & 404, SOSHIKAN 4F
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POSTER PRESENTATION @ CONFERENCE ROOM, SOSHIKAN 1F

14:00-15:30
(14:00-14:45)

1st half： Odd Number （P1, P3, P5, P7, P9, P11, P13, P15, P17, P19, P21）

(14:45-15:30)

2nd half： Even Number （P2, P4, P6, P8, P10, P12, P14, P16, P18, P20, P22）
【2_P1】Effects of the social status of the
actors and judges on the judgment of
punishment. (Focused on repeatability and
punishment judgment)

Inkyung Jung
Kyunggi University
Hyewon Lim

【2_P2】Development of a Japanese Morality

Mei Yamagata

Scale

Eiichiro Watamura

【2_P3】Which part of the interrogated video
using Picture in Picture influences the judge's
judgment?: Using eye tracking system

Yuki Inoue Nakata

Ritsumeikan University

Tatsuya Sato

【2_P4】Subtypes of Random Crime Offenders: Sunhye Kang
Socioeconomic and psychological traits.

Osaka University

Kyonggi University

Soojung Lee

【2_P5】The influence of cyber-bullied

Seunghyeon Kwak
experience on cyberbullying behavior: Focusing
on the dual mediation effect of parent
Beomjun Kim
attachment and cyber-confidence.
【2_P6】Effects of social exclusion and
presence of confirmation after a performance
on unethical behavior

Kyonggi University

Soyeon Lee
Younjo Lee

Kyonggi University

Beomjun Kim

【2_P7】Guarantee both the use of ART and
the access for parenthood for same sex couples Sungeun Kim
:learn from the Netherlands law and policy

Ritsumeikan University

【2_P8】Using the Verifiability Approach to

Hyesong Cha

Hallym University

Detect of Suspects’ False Alibi Statements

Eunkyung Jo

Dongguk University

Saki Yamada

Ritsumeikan University

【2_P9】The Effect of Lawyer's Attendance to
Interrogation Room: Literature Study
【2_P10】Analasis of Gapjil: from the

Bohyun Kim

perspective of inducing anger and feel
unfairness

Roseop Park

Hallym University
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【2_P11】The Effect of Psychological Distance Jieun Jeong
and Construal Level on Fear of Crime
Roseop Park

Hallym university

Aki Akamine

Nagoya University of Arts
and Sciences

forensic interviews conducted in the native
language or with an interpreter

Ai Uemiya

Ritsumeikan University

Makiko Naka

Ritsumeikan University

【2_P13】Empirical Analysis of Social and

Hyehwan Lee

Psychological Effects of Wanted Notice

Sanghwa Shin

Korean National Police
University

【2_P12】The number of words spoken in

Ai Uemiya
【2_P14】Examining the number of Hiragana- Hiroyuki Ito
characters in the utterance in forensic
Atsuko Yoshimoto
interview for people with autism spectrum
Masatsugu Tujii
disorders.
Makiko Naka
【2_P15】The effect of defense attorney on

Minhee Jo

confirmation bias of decision maker during
criminal investigations.

Roseop Park

【2_P16】Fairness in performing family work:
Akinobu Nameda
Exploration with the perspective of Kaji
harassment
【2_P17】 A Study on Recidivism Prediction

Hyeseon Noh

through a Risk Assessment Tool for Juvenile
Offender

Soojung Lee

【2_P18】Sentencing of Mentally Ill Offenders:
Xinhui Lowe
Biological Explanation, Nature/Nurture
Information, and Motivation for Punishment
【2_P19】The ECCRN and the Current

Ikuo Aizawa

Ritsumeikan University
Chubu University
Osaka City University
Chukyo University
Ritsumeikan University
Hallym University

Shizuoka University

Kyonggi University

National Taiwan
University
Ritsumeikan University

Situation of Early Career Researchers in Japan David Brewster

Ryukoku University

【2_P20】Use of Statement Analysis in Korean Sung Jeong
Criminal Investigation
Eunkyung Jo

Dongguk University

Chengnan Pian
【2_P21】Cognitive Framework and
Communication Deviation in Inquiry

Han Yang
Mengyu Liu

【2_P22】The Impact of Presentation Media
of Suspect’s Confessions on the Viewer's
Conviction

China University of
Political Science and Law
Public security bureau of
Beijing’s Chaoyang
China University of
Political Science and Law

Yuko Yamasaki
Saki Yamada

Ritsumeikan University

Mitsuyuki Inaba
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SESSION 3

15:30-16:50

KEYNOTE SPEECH
15:30-16:10

【2_K2】 Recent Developments in Forensic
Psychology Practice and Policy in Korea

Eunkyung Jo

Dongguk University

ORAL PRESENTATION
【2_3_O10】 Development of Investigative
16:10-16:30 Interviewing Training Programs for Police
Officers in Japan
【2_3_O11】 Study on the profiling of Sexual
16:30-16:50 Crime based on Clusters of Crime Scene
Actions

Shota Yamamoto
Sanghwa Shin
Giho Kim

16:50-17:10

COFFEE BREAK

17:10-18:10

SESSION 4

National Police Academy
Korean National Police
University
Kyungpook National
University

ORAL PRESENTATION
17:10-17:30

17:30-17:50

Yuji Itoh
【2_4_O12】 Confirmation bias in Japanese lay
Hikaru Tokunaga
judges： The effects of intermittent deliberation
Hiromi Ujiie
【2_4_O13】 An Empirical Study on Criminal
Investigators' Investigative Thinking

Yang Jhih Cing
Chih-Hung Shih
Ivar Andre Fahsing

Keio University
Dokkyo University
Dokkyo University
Investigator
Central Police University

【2_4_O14】 The Effect of Competition and
17:50-18:10 Cooperation on the Asymmetry of the
Interpersonal and Intrapersonal Knowledge

Gibbeum Lee

Sookmyung Women’s
University

18:10-18:20 CLOSING SPEECH

Mitsuyuki Inaba

Ritsumeikan University

19:00-21:00

BANQUET DINNER @ Kushihachi Hakubai-cho
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DAY 3 Sunday Dec. 16th
CONFERENCE ROOM, SOSHIKAN
9:00-9:10 MORNING GREETING

SESSION 1

9:10-11:10

KEYNOTE SPEECH
【3_K2】Children’s knowledge of custody9:10-9:50 related terminology and perceptions of a
parental separation scenario

Yee San Teoh
I-An Su

National Taiwan
University

ORAL PRESENTATION
【3_1_O15】Why Do We Support Offenders?
9:50-10:10 The Current Status of Forensic Disability
Service in Japan.
10:10-10:30

【3_1_O16】Understanding strategies of liars
and truth tellers using revised CBCA criteria

【3_1_O17】How 'Pick-Up Artist' Philosophy
10:30-10:50 and the psychological control of women
ultimately led to Serious violation
10:50-11:10

Chie Morihisa

Ritsumeikan University

Hyemin Moon
Dongguk University
Eunkyung Jo
Shao Zhen Wu
Cheng Nan Ping

【3_1_O18】Psychometric Properties of the

Yuhao Wang

DASS-21 in male offenders

Ma Ai

11:10-11:30

COFFEE BREAK

11:30-12:50

SESSION 2

China University of
Political Science and Law
China University of
Political Science and Law

ORAL PRESENTATION

11:30-11:50

【3_2_O19】Little India Riot - A Study of
Police Officers’ Psychological Reactions

【3_2_O20】The relationship between social
11:50-12:10 support and negative emotions in male
detainees: Mediating effects of loneliness
12:10-12:30

Yun He Zhao
Guofang Wang

【3_2_O21】Prosecution’s appeal of the verdict Danee Lee
by a jury in Korea

Kwangbai Park

【3_2_O22】The Influence of Physical
12:30-12:50 Victimization Experience on Psychological
Characteristics of Violent Offenders

12:50-13:10 FAREWELL-CLOSING CEREMONY
13:10-14:00

Ho Hui Fen
Lee Rong Cheng
Tham Yining
Samantha Neo
Majeed Khade

Shuliang Bai
Mengxue Zhao

Singapore Police Force

China University of
Political Science and Law
Chungbuk National
University

China University of
Political Science and Law

Zhuo Zhang
Kousuke Wakabayashi

Ritsumeikan University

BENTO LUNCH @ 403 & 404, SOSHIKAN
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Abstract

Day1: Friday Dec. 14th

Welcome Speech
【1_Welcome Speech】

An analysis of mock deliberation: Interactions of professional and lay
judges
Makiko Naka
Ritsumeikan University
Lay judge tribunal in Japan consists of three professional judges and six lay judges. They deliberate
on felony cases such as murder, burglar, rape, and arson. They decide guilty or not guilty, and then
sentence. Because the process of deliberation is behind closed doors, mock deliberation is the only
way to know how lay judges make legal decisions with professional judges.
I was given an opportunity to analyze a mock deliberation. It was a part of mock trial conducted by
court, prosecutors’ office, and bar association in order to promote their understanding of and to
improve the lay judge system. In the mock trial, the real judges (the main judge, right judge and left
judge) and six lay people deliberate on a realistic case of burglary. Prosecutors and defense lawyers
took their roles, and the defendant and witnesses were performed by lawyers. The trial included
opening statements, examination in chief and cross-examination of a victim, a witness, and the
defendant, and closing statements, which process took approximately two hours, followed by the
deliberation that took approximately three hours.
The video-recording of the trial was transcribed. Utterances by main judge, right judge and left
judge consisted 47%, 10%, and 8%, respectively, of total 504 utterances. The rest of utterances were
produced by six lay judges. Out of total 22781 letters that were spoken, 58%, 13%, and 6 % were
produced by main judge, right judge, and left judge, respectively, and only 20% of total amount of
speech was produced by lay judges.
In the deliberation, the main judge guided lay judges to focus on and discuss the topics that were
relevant to make decision. The topics included facts (what happened), defendant’s intent and plan,
danger of the defendant’s act, the consequence of the act, and adjustment of sentence. Considering
the defendant’s act, lay judges discussed not only the incriminating elements (physical, psychological
and economical damage on the part of the victim) but also leniency such as possibility of victim’s
fault, company’s fault, and even victim’s gain from the crime (a lesson for the future). In decision
making, the main judge introduced the “graphs for sentencing” (graphs that show sentences of the
similar previous cases), and adjustment was made based on the elements that may be considered to
prevent recidivism, i.e., supervision of defendant’s father, new job, and the defendant’s remorse.
Differences in the factors that lay and professional judges may think important will be discussed.
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Invited Speech

【1_Invited 】

Measurement of Sexual Interest in Children Using Eye Movements
Kai Li Chung
University of Reading Malaysia
Paedophilia, typically defined as an ongoing sexual attraction towards prepubescent children, is
undoubtedly an emotionally charged and controversial topic. Given that relative sexual interest in
children is one of the most robust predictors of paedosexual recidivism, there needs to be a valid and
reliable assessment of deviant paedophilic interests. This study aims to evaluate the potential of using
eye-tracking approaches in the measurement and understanding of paedophilic sexual interests.
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Abstract

Day2: Saturday Dec. 15th

Keynote Speech
【2_K1 】

Non-psychological study on “Why Japanese judges reject psychology?”
Tomoyuki Mizuno
Hosei University
This is a non-psychological study on why Japanese judges reject psychology. I was a judge from 1988
to 2012, but psychological statement analysis was not used much in criminal trials. This is because of
the thinking that the psychological analysis of statements harms the concept that the trustworthiness of a
statement should be evaluated as part of the person’s whole personality based on the experience of the
judge, while the formation of a clear conclusion based on psychological analysis is thought to be
unnatural and very different from the judgment process of a criminal judge. In 2017, a ground-breaking
retrial decision was made based on the results of psychological analysis of statements. However, this
judgment was overturned in the High Court, and there have not been any subsequent trial examples.
The problem is that despite this decision, there has been no movement among judges to begin
discussing psychological analysis. Why is that? The notion that a judge should not be conspicuous is
common. Recent activities by Judge Okaguchi on Twitter further constricts judges. Many criminal
judges think that there are basically no problems with criminal justice in Japan, since it is thought to
built the country’s excellent public safety, and thus there is no fundamental push for change. However,
with the Ghosn case, the world has misgivings about the criminal justice system in Japan. There is a
tendency to excessively consider the independence of the judge, and judges do not argue even among
themselves. In addition, criminal judges are preoccupied with dealing with current cases, including
juror trials and audio and video recordings of interrogations. However, in the establishment of juror
trials, the foundation has been created to adopt an argumentative judgment process showing the
argument. There are successful cases in the field of psychiatry, and it is quite feasible for psychology to
be involved in the same way. Psychological analysis of interrogation videos is a field that is greatly
needed in the future. Even in retrial cases, it is expected to play an increasingly important role. Lawyers
must increase their knowledge of psychology, but psychological experts should also know the mentality
of the judge as they proceed with their analysis.
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Session 1

【2_1_O1 】

An application of Brunswik’s lens model to legal decision
Yuhwa Han
Chungbuk National University
Brunswik’s lens model was adopted to assess the accuracy of legal decision for criminal case by lay
people. Two different data sets were used to estimate the cues' ecological validity and utility, and the
matching index was obtained from a precedent study in social judgment area. The lens model analysis
suggested that not only the ecologically valid cues but also invalid cues affected the probability of guilt
rating by lay people. The accuracy predicted by the lens model was very low as .17, which was
remarkably lower than the general accuracy of social judgment, .80. Therefore, the residual of the
regression model in which physical and circumstantial evidence in a criminal case was used to predict
the estimated probability of guilt for the defendant, was analyzed to elucidate which non-evidentiary
factors significantly explain the residual. The effects of the probability of guilt for an accused person,
desire to punish and understanding of rules of proof (presumption of innocence, the burden of proof,
proof beyond a reasonable doubt) on the residual were tested. The result showed only understanding of
proof beyond a reasonable doubt and the burden of proof were the significant factors affecting the
residual. Based on these relationships, a path model for legal decision making, which describes the
probability of guilt estimated by evidentiary and non-evidentiary information composed lay people's
confidence of the defendant's guiltiness, and then the confidence converted to the verdict, was proposed
and tested. Finally, the unique viewpoint of this simple decision model was discussed.
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【2_1_O2 】

Rapport-building in suspect interviewing: A comparison of relationshipand respect-focused approaches
Kuan-Ju Huang
National Taiwan University, Keio University
Yee-San Teoh
National Taiwan University
Both researchers and practitioners have stressed the importance of rapport-building (RB) in suspect
interviewing. Yet, little attention has been paid to the effectiveness of different RB approaches. Some
believe that a close and personal relationship would work well for suspect interviews, while others
believe it is better to maintain a courteous and respectful relationship. Using a modified version of
Russano et al. (2005)’s cheating paradigm, 57 ”guilty” participants were interviewed with different
interview approaches (relationship-focused RB approach, respect-focused RB approach, and no RB) in
a laboratory setting. We found that relationship-focused RB approach reduced participants’ anxiety but
had no effect on confession rates; in contrast, respect-focused RB approach did not reduce anxiety
levels but elicited confessions. We also found that perceived strength of evidence and feelings of guilt
may play important roles in suspect interviewing. Finally, the theoretical and practical implications for
interrogation practices are discussed.
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【2_1_O3 】

The determinants of punitiveness and support for capital punishment: A
comparison of Korea and Japan
Tomoya Mukai, Yuma Matsuki
Waseda University
This study aimed to explore determinants of punitiveness and support for capital punishment, utilizing
data collected from Korean and Japanese adults. Punitiveness refers to “person’s level of support for
harsher sanctions and/or crime policies.” Since the so-called “punitive turn” in 1970s, numerous studies
have investigated determinants of punitiveness and support for punishment. In those studies, attribution,
or whether respondents attribute responsibility of a crime to those who have committed a crime or to
wider society, has been identified as one of the strong predictors of punitiveness and support for
punishment. However, studies investigating attribution were mainly conducted in the Western societies,
and generalizability of prior findings to East Asian contexts has not been investigated. Thus, as the first
purpose, we explored the relationship between attribution and punitiveness as well as support for capital
punishment in two neighboring East Asian societies, namely Korea and Japan. As the second purpose,
we investigated the relationship between sense of community and punitiveness and support for capital
punishment. A scale measuring the sense of community is consisted of four factors: solidarity, selfdetermination, attachment, and dependency on others. Since a crime is a certain form of community
norm violation, the sense of community was expected to relate with punitiveness and support for capital
punishment. A web-based questionnaire was completed by 330 Japanese and 339 Korean adults. The
questionnaire included scales measuring the aforementioned four variables – punitiveness, support for
capital punishment, attribution, and sense of community. Main results of descriptive statistics revealed:
(1) Koreans were more punitive; and (2) more supportive of capital punishment compared to Japanese.
In order to identify predictors of punitiveness and support for capital punishment, a series of regression
analyses was conducted. Results showed: (1) attribution was related to punitiveness and support for
capital punishment in both Koreans and Japanese samples; and (2) while punitiveness was related to
solidarity in a Korean sample, it was related to dependency of others in a Japanese sample.
Implications and directions of future researches will be further discussed.
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【2_1_O4 】

A Meta-Analytic review of the effectiveness of forensic psychological
investigative tools：NICHD protocol, Statement Validity Analysis and
Psychophysiological Detection of Deception
Jaekyung Ahn, Yimoon Choi
Korean National Police University
Three psychological tools have been widely used by Korean law enforcement agents: NICHD
protocol, Statement validity analysis(SVA) and Psychophysiological Detection of Deception(known as
polygraph or lie detector). Psychophysiological Detection of Deception is based on psychological and
physiological responses such as blood pressure, pulse, respiration and skin conductivity. SVA helps
investigators to to determine the credibility of child witnesses’ testimonies based on their contents of the
statement. NICHD protocol is a structured protocol in conducting forensic interviews with victims of
suspected child sexual abuse. Although there is little empirical evidence about the reliability and
validity of these tools, these tools are widely used in criminal investigations, little empirical study has
tested .In this study, we conducted systematic review and meta-analysis of literatures to examine the
effectiveness of forensic psychological investigative tools that regularly used by Korean law
enforcement. We retrieved 26 studies from online database(PsyINFO, JSTOR, and RISS) and analyzed.
Results of meta-analysis showed that NICHD protocol produced more central-detailed(g=.97) answers
from children than conventional investigators’ interview method(g=-.43) Total effect size of CBCA
revealed that the use of this technique is useful in detecting concealed information and deciding the
credibility of information(g=1.02). Specifically, skin conductivity(g=.70) and respiration(g=.72) may
appear to be accurate detectors of deception while the reported effect sizes of pulse(g=-.56) and finger
pulse waveform length were(g=.42) small. Overall, we consolidated and quantitatively review of the
effects of psychological investigation tools that regularly used by Korean law enforcement. And they
works as expected with mild effective size. Theoretical and empirical implications are discussed.
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Session 2

【2_2_O5】

The dark side of Visual Recording in the Suspect Interview: a study of
the unexpected impact of video images and the legal regulation
Makoto Ibusuki
Seijo University
Visual recording of suspect interview is currently a ubiquitous method for preventing false confession
and regulating brutal questioning by the police. In the Asian-Pacific region, New Zealand and Australia
are the top runners for the innovation of visual recording since 1990’s. South Korea and Taiwan
followed this stream in the Asian countries. Japan passed the mandatory video recording interview law
in May 2016 and it will be enforceable from October 2019. This paper focuses on the dark-side of the
visual recording in the interrogation process. The visual recording of suspect interview may create
unexpected impact and produce bad image against the defendant although the video is expected to be
the best way for avoiding wrongful conviction caused by false confession. This paper proposes redesigning of legal framework based on the recent multi-disciplinary studies of the visual recording of
suspect interview. First, the paper will point out the bad image produced by the camera angle in the
recording. Professor Lassiter from Ohio University and his team called it “camera perspective bias”
based on their experimental research since 1990’s. Second, the paper will argue that without changing
the confession rule in the trial the court cannot evade the dangerous impact created by the images on the
recorded media (video tape, DVD and other digital media) of the defendants. The author introduces the
recent cases from New Zealand, United States and Japan as examples. Third, the paper will show how
we could regulate the video image in the court room based on the current rule in the evidence law.
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【2_2_O6 】

The effects of emotional stimulus earwitness testimony.
Yuki Komoto
Keio University
Keita Ochi
Hosei University
Research has found that the memory of incidents can be suppressed when negative emotions are
evoked. (Loftus & Burns, 1985). Most of the studies dealing with emotions are eyewitness testimony
research, but the influence of emotions on earwitness testimony about voice and sound is also important.
In actual situations, earwitness testimony is treated like eyewitness testimony in many cases, but
earwitness testimony may be less credible than eyewitness testimony (Yarmey, 2007). In additional,
pervious research on earwitness has been focused on factors that affect speaker identification (Yarmey,
1995), yet little research has considered the memory of speech contents.
Two experiments were conducted to investigate the effects of emotional stimulus on the memory of
speech contents and speaker identification. In the experiments 1, 60 participants listened to a target
voice while looking at some pictures in three conditions (emotional condition: blood and so on, control
condition: dark screen, gaze control condition: scenery and so on). The participants were tested by three
tasks consisting of recall, recognition and identification about the voice. The results showed that
memory performance in the emotional condition was worse than the other groups in both recall and
recognition tasks, while no difference was found in the speaker identification task. However, because
the control of gaze was not appropriate, it is possible that the effects of the emotional stimuli were due
to the differences in the distribution of attentional resources.
In the experiment 2, 60 participants listened to a target voice (emotional condition: angry voice,
control condition: normal voice), and were tested the same as experiment 1. No differences were found
between the two conditions, which reveals that it is not emotions but the distribution of attentional
resources that affects earwitness testimony. A further analysis showed that the identification
performance was better when the tone at the time of encoding and at the time of recognition are the
same (i.e., normal-normal and angry-angry), than when the tones of voice are not the same (i.e., normalangry and angry-normal) regardless of the tone of voice.
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【2_2_O7 】

The effect of hindsight bias in negligence judgements in criminal cases
Jieun Lee, Roseop Park
Hallym University
Once individuals learn the outcomes of events, they tend to overestimate the ability with which they
could have predicted the event(hindsight bias). Meta-analyses have shown that the hindsight bias is a
robust effect, is applicable in a myriad of circumstances, and is difficult to debias. Regarding
negligence judgments, legal decision makers must decide if defendants’ actions were negligent by
determining whether a defendant should have foreseen the potential for harm. However, legal decision
makers make these judgments with outcome knowledge that harm did occur, introducing the hindsight
bias. The reason why hindsight bias is specially dangerous in negligence judgments is that it means
guilty-biased judgments, which is contrary to the constitution, the presumption of innocence. This
study investigates whether hindsight bias affect legal decision making in negligence judgments in
criminal cases in the context of Korea. About 150 college students and 150 law school students will
participate in the experiment, and three scenarios adapted from real criminal cases will be used as
experiment materials. The front part of the scenarios are all the same, but the contents of outcomes are
different ; one scenario contains the injury outcome caused by the actor’s behave, another one shows
non-injury outcome, and the other one does not suggest any outcome. Subjects will rate the actor on
negligence. After that, we will explore the contents of outcomes affect the subjects’ negligence
judgments. We will also examine which group between college students and law school students is
more vulnerable to hindsight bias. We will end with several suggestions that may reduce or eliminate
hindsight bias in legal decision making based on a review of studies.
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Confirmation bias affects evaluations and judgements of lay judges
Daisuke Shimane, Kayo Matsuo & Yuji Itoh
Keio University
Human have some top-down hypotheses in thought and judgement, and they tend to place emphasis
on some information that supports their hypotheses and disregard other information contrary to their
hypotheses. It has been pointed out that such confirmation bias has undesirable effects on people’s
judgements in the judicial situations. Since, the confirmation bias leads to wrong decisions which may
cause serious consequences.
In Japan, where 99.9% of deliberated cases were convicted, judges may assume that the case is guilty.
Then, lay judges, who are citizens, may obtain robust assumptions from words and actions of the judges
or their own first impressions when hearing the overview of trial. Despite this problem, there are no
studies which examined the influence of the confirmation bias on the judgement of lay judges.
Therefore, in order to clarify the influence of confirmation bias on evaluations and judgements, we
consider whether the confirmatory induction given before presented overview of trial or the
assumptions obtained by reading the overview of trial would affect the evaluation of evidence and
verdict decision.
Specifically, participants eligible for lay judge service (nationality, occupation, and age) were
presented with the overview of trial and decided whether the defendant was guilty or not. In the
beginning, participants were exposed to different pre-trail information in three conditions (guiltypresumption, innocence-presumption, neutral; a prior information). After that, all participants read the
same overview of trial and were asked to rate the possibility that the defendant was the criminal (selfdecision). Finally, after the presentation of the evidence, the participants were asked how strong is each
evidence and whether the defendant is guilty or not.
As a result, there were no effects of prior information on the evaluation of evidence and verdict
decision. On the other hand, self-decision was correlated with the perceived strength of evidence and
verdict decision. Specifically, self-decision strongly affected the judgement on whether the defendant
was guilty or not. These results suggest that the assumptions obtained from self-decision (the defendant
was the criminal) will consistently affect the judgement of guilty, even when examining the evidence
was conducted after self-decision. In addition, there were correlations between self-decision and the
perceived strength of evidence. This result indicates that confirmation bias obtained by self-decision
affected the evaluations of judicial evidence. In summary, the participants obtained assumptions by
reading the overview of trial, evaluated the evidence based on it, and made judgements of guilty.
Therefore, these means that lay judges may be strongly influenced by the confirmation bias, so it is
necessary to eliminate such bias in a fair judgement.
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Dating Violence Victimization, Sexual assertiveness, and Acceptability of
Violence in Same Sex Relationship.
Sooyeon Kim, Minchi Kim
Sookmyung Women’s University
The purpose of this study is to examine whether there is a difference in the level of sexual
assertiveness and acceptability of violence among people who experienced dating violence in same-sex
relationships. Total of 238 participants with same sex relationship experience answered questions about
their dating violence experiences. Then, four different types of dating violence experiences such as
physical violence, psychological violence, sexual violence and outing were also examined. Furthermore,
participants answered the questions to examine the level of sexual assertiveness and acceptability of
violence. The results of this study were as follows: First, each type of violence such as physical
violence, psychological violence, sexual violence and outing have significant positive correlations with
each other. Second, male participants with dating violence experience have lower level of sexual
assertiveness than male participants without dating violence experience. Moreover, participants with
psychological violence experience have significantly lower level of sexual assertiveness than
participants without psychological violence experience. However, there was no significant difference in
the level of acceptability of violence between those who do not have dating violence experience and
those who have. These results should be explored in depth through further study. Finally, limitations of
the study and the direction for future study were also discussed.
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Effects of the social status of the actors and judges on the judgment of
punishment.
(Focused on repeatability and punishment judgment)
Inkyung Jung, Hyewon Lim
Kyunggi University
I examined the difference in punishment in criminal cases according to the social status of criminals
and judges. The differences in punishment by criminal type were identified according to the status of
the offenders. In addition, the differences in punishment by the status of criminals and judges in
embezzlement crimes were identified based on the possibility of re-offending. As a result, the higher the
criminal's status in the assault case, the higher the probability of re-offending. And people blamed the
higher the criminal's status in the embezzlement case. The higher the criminal's status, the higher the
probability of re-offending, the more severe the punishment was found.
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Development of a Japanese Morality Scale
Mei Yamagata, Eiichiro Watamura
Osaka University
This study reviews the Moral Foundation Theory (Haidt, 2012) and investigated the factors of
Japanese moral foundations. Then, a new moral foundation scale of Japanese version was created based
on this investigation. Haidt (2012) claimed that the five moral foundations (Harm/ Fairness/ In-group/
Authority/ Purity) are universal. However, a number of previous studies suggested that the results didn’t
match this theory, from which we argued that we should discuss moral foundations in view of cultural
context. This article has been carried out in two phases and there were totally 541 participants involved.
In study1, we investigated what Japanese people regard as morality. We asked 152 participants for Freeanswer data about what is right and wrong in one’s attitude and behavior. The result showed that there
was little descriptions about Authority and Purity, while most of them were about Care. Additionally,
there were also descriptions about Fairness, In-group and Diligence about “oneself’’ (e.g. “It is
important to live earnestly’’, “your effort is worthwhile’’). Therefore, we proposed that the moral
foundations of Japanese include four factors—Care, Fairness, In-group and Diligence. In study2, we
developed a temporary scale based on the result of study1 and examined a factor model of Japanese
(389 participates). Results from the factor analysis suggested a four-factor model which is constituted
by 14 items (χ2 (41) =85.23, p<.001, AIC=187.06, BIC=385.24, RMSEA=.05, CFI=.96). Concretely,
the four factors are Loyalty (to Specific Group), Integration (with General Group), Diligence and Care.
In sum, this study revealed that there is Japan-specific moral foundation. We’ve found out that the
moral foundation related to Collectivism can be divided into two factors, as well as a new moral
foundation regarded as Diligence, which is different from the previous study in America. We indicated
that in a certain social context where relational mobility is low, such as Japan, specific group (e.g.
family) is distinguished from the general group (e.g. society), even though both of them are “In-group’’.
People who are diligent and honest are needed and such people will be easily trusted from other ingroup members. As a result, not only in Japan but also in other country, we should discuss morality in
view of cultural context.
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Which part of the interrogated video using Picture in Picture influences
the judge's judgment?: Using eye tracking system
Yuki Inoue Nakata, Tatsuya Sato
Ritsumeikan University
Nakata, Wakabayashi & Sato (2018) indicated that the interrogated video using Picture in Picture
influences the lay judge's judgment to a for less coercion interrogation than not using Picture in Picture.
And also they revealed that types of small view in Picture in Picture affected the lay judge's judgment
of coercive on interrogation. On the other hand, Wakabayashi, Ibusuki, Komatsu & Sato (2012)
indicated that participants were watching large images at 80 % times of viewing time, and small images
at 20 % times , and Small images have little effect on judge's judgment. According to that Nakata et al
(2018) used video stimulus different from Wakabayashi et al (2012), it is thought that video image
affected viewing time of small images. This research investigated that (1) small images of the
interrogated video using Picture in Picture affected the interrogated video using Picture in Picture and
(2) how long participants watching small images Forty students were randomly assigned to one of four
experimental conditions. We measured eye movements when participants watch one of videos about
police investigation. Videos are combines to difference 2 videos on recording same mock interview as
deferent aspects, and large images of all videos was unified with suspect focus. We mesured eye
movements when participants watched videos. And Participants evaluated voluntariness after presented
video-recording investigation. The result indicated that participants were watching large images at 20 %
times of viewing time , which is consistent with previous studies. Finally we discussed Picture in
Picture affect on cognitive impact and impression formation.
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Subtypes of Random Crime Offenders: Socioeconomic and psychological
traits.
Sunhye Kang, Soojung Lee
Kyonggi University
Random crime is a crime committed by an unmotivated offender, who selects victims randomly. Since
the motivation of the crime is unknown and the selection of victim has no specific pattern, it is
challenging to comprehend the random crime. In this research, random crime offenders were examined
to analyze characteristics of random crime offenders. As a result, offenders were categorized into three
subtypes based on their socioeconomic, psychological, and criminological factors.
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The influence of cyber-bullied experience on cyberbullying behavior:
Focusing on the dual mediation effect of parent attachment and cyberconfidence.
Seunghyeon Kwak, Beomjun Kim
Kyonggi University
This study investigated the relationship between cyber-bullied experience and cyberbullying behavior
with reference to parent attachment and cyber-confidence. Data related to cyberbullying was provided
from Korean Institute of Criminology. The findings showed that cyber-bullied experience significantly
affected cyberbullying behavior through parent attachment and cyber-confidence sequentially as a dual
mediation model.
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Effects of social exclusion and presence of confirmation after a
performance on unethical behavior
Soyeon Lee, Younjo Lee, & Beomjun Kim
Kyonggi university
Prior studies have constantly reported that social ostracism has a negative effect on emotional,
behavioral and physiological effects. People who experienced social ostracism in particular felt negative
emotions, which led to unethical and antisocial behavior. As with previous studies, social exclusion
experience has been identified as an important factor in causing unethical behavior. They also
confirmed that the existence of verification of performance results (risk of exposure to others) has an
effect on unethical behavior. Finally, we found that the interaction effects of social exclusion and
confirmation of performance affect unethical behavior. In other words, if you have experience in social
exclusion and can only identify your performance (if there is less risk of exposure to others), it means
that unethical behavior increases.
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Guarantee both the use of ART and the access for parenthood for same
sex couples :learn from the Netherlands law and policy
Sungeun Kim
Ritsumeikan University
In Asia, Taiwan, the supreme court had decided that ‘not accepting same sex marriage is a violation of
constitution to civil law’. They announced that the legislation will be reformed within two years. In
Japan, regarding same sex marriage, it is not widely accepted but it is being gradually accepted. On the
other hand, in Korea, its quite negatively biased.
Looking at the situation of the world, they are gradually accepting same sex marriage. As an objective,
they see whether they can use ART in order to have a child between a couple of the same sex. In
western countries, the use of AID and surrogacy within LGBT have been increasing. Countries
accepting same sex marriage or partnership registration system are starting to allow AID for lesbian
couples. For cases where lesbian couples whose used AID, and has a child, or women who has not
given birth, due to the procedures such as adoption, or confirmation from the court allows them to be a
legal parent, or a second mother. Recently, in the Netherlands, they have a law, that without the
procedures of adoption, the lesbian couples can become mothers(Duomoederschap van rechtswege：
Automatic parenthood for co-mothers). Like so, legal issues related to same sex couples not only does it
not have or have legal approval, but also it has problems with the establishment of parent child
relationships.
This research is about introducing The Netherlands` ministry of justice when I have interviewed them
regarding their legislation, and I have also interviewed lesbian couples whose used AID for a child. In
addition, when Korea, Japan and Taiwan etc. make this law regarding these issues, I would like to give
my support to my furthest ability.
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Using the Verifiability Approach to Detect of Suspects’ False Alibi
Statements
Hyesong Cha
Hallym University
Eunkyung Jo
Dongguk University

Detecting lies has long been of great interest to the general public as well as experts. Detecting lies
has been an important issue, especially in criminal investigations. The Verifiability Approach(VA) is
proposed by Nahari, Vrij, and Fisher(2014) as a lie detection method using verbal cues. The VA
proposes that the verifiability of information, or the potential ability to verify information, can be used
an indicator for distinguishing truths from lies. The VA has been tested in law enforcement and
insurance settings. But it has not yet been studied whether VA is effective in detecting embedded lies.
Thus, in the present study we instructed participants to include some truth in lie by performing
additional routine activities when committing a mock crime. This study utilized a 2(Veracity: true,
false) x 2(Location: stay, move) between-subjects design. A total of 80 participants were asked to make
statement about their activities during a recent 30-minute period. The amount of details that can be
verified and that cannot be verified were analyzed using two-way ANOVAs.
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The Effect of Lawyer’s Attendance to Interrogation Room: Literature
Study
Saki Yamada
Ritsumeikan University
False confessions obtained by interrogation are one factor of wrongful conviction. In Japan, the
researchers in the field of psychology and law have lively discussion regarding the appropriate
interrogation. Then, we finally introduced the mandatory video recording of interrogations by the
revision of the Criminal Procedure Act on 24th May 2016. The reform requires police officers and
prosecutors to video record interrogations in cases that are subject to lay judge trials or that are
investigated by prosecutors without the police, which is limited to the interrogations the accused or the
suspect in custody. However, the rate of video recording has been law in criminal cases. There are many
issues such as the fact that it is only partly presented in the courtroom, there is discussion on evidence
of video recordings. Optimization of interrogation by visualization alone may be insufficient.
In Japan there are no provisions on lawyer’s attendance in interrogation, but at many overseas judicial
systems (the United States, the UK, the Netherlands, France, Germany, Italy, Taiwan, Korea etc.),
lawyers can be in interrogation room during their clients’ interrogation. In Japan, although, at the 14th
meeting of the Legal System Legislative Council "The New Criminal Justice System Special
Committee" held in October 2012, the right to have their lawyer present was argued, it did not reach a
certain direction. Meanwhile, in April 2018, the Japan Federation of Bar Associations issued an
"Opinion seeking to clarify the right to see a defense lawyer in interrogation". As mentioned above, the
lawyer’s attendance is attracting attention as another measure for appropriate interrogation. In the
discussion on the interrogation in the future, it can be said that the necessity of introducing the system
of lawyer’s attendance system are urgent issues.
In this presentation, therefore, the presence of legal advisor during suspect’s interrogation is discussed
as another preventive measure of wrongful convictions and false confessions. Reviewing the researches
of the psychological effect of lawyer’s attendance to interrogation itself including both suspects and
interrogators, this presentation discuss the appropriate and efficient contributions of lawyer’s
attendance.
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Analasis of Gapjil: from the perspective of inducing anger and feel
unfairness
Bohyun Kim, Roseop Park
Hallym University
This study examined whether there was a difference in the level of perceived unfairness and anger
based on the scores of the submissive behavior scale(SBS) and individualism-collectivism scale. In the
pre-study, 40 undergraduate students at universities in Seoul and Gangwon-do in South Korea
conducted a survey of recent social phenomenon of Korea, 'Gapjil(갑질)'. Gapjil refers to the arrogant
and authoritarian attitude or actions of people in South Korea who have positions of power over others.
In the pre-study questionnaire, we investigated the definition of the concept, the experience of Gapjil
and some parties in Gapjil situation they had ever seen before. The scenario of Gapjil based on it was
given to the current study participants. These participants consisted of 50 undergraduate at universities
in Seoul and Gangwon-do and graduate students. We first measured the submissive behavior scale(SBS)
and then measured the individualism-collectivism scale. After these two procedures, all participants
read the same scenario and then estimated how unfair the scenario situation was and how much the
scenario induced anger. The first hypothesis was that the more submissive behavior will be reported the
more unfair and angry level will be reported. We then measured individualism-collectivism scale. The
second hypothesis was that the more individual characteristics will be reported the less unfair and angry
level will be reported. This study offered analysis the Gapjil which could be defined as unfairness or
discrimination etc in the view of the psychological concept, submissive and individualism-collectivism.
Lastly, we discussed the limitations of the study and the follow-up study.
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The Effect of Psychological Distance and Construal Level on Fear of
Crime
Jieun Jeong, Roseop Park
Hallym University
Past research has shown that fear of crime is not really related to suffering from crime. The
Psychological Distance and Construal Level Theory presents a methodology for exploring how to react
psychologically and mentally even when not under the current situation(Liberman & Trop, 2008). In
this study, we applied the Psychological Distance and Construal Level Theory to find a way to reduce
fear of crime. Psychological distance comprises four dimensions: time, place, social distance, and
reality(Liberman & Trop, 2010). Mental construal levels were divided into high and low levels. The
High-level mental constural involves abstract, decontextualized and primary features. The Low-level
mental constural involves address specific, detailed and contextual content. Two hypotheses were
tested: Hypothesis 1, The Psychological distance(vs. proximity) will be related to lower levels of fear of
crime. Hypothesis 2, The High-level(vs. Low-level) mental construal will be related to lower levels of
fear of crime. Present study utilized a 2(Psychological distance: distance, proximity) x 2(Construal
level: high, low) between subjects design and the dependent variables was degrees of fear of crime. In
this study, condition that is psychological distance was foreign country, distance past, foreign
perpetrator and victim. Condition that is psychological proximity was South Korea, proximal past, and
Korean perpetrator and victim. The high-level construal condition made participants think about crimes
similar to scenarios in order to find causes and precautions. The low-level construal condition made
participants think about the methods and consequences of the crime in this scenario. This research is
expected to help develop policy proposals to reduce fear of crime and prepare guidelines for newspaper
reports.
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The number of words spoken in forensic interviews conducted in the
native language or with an interpreter
Aki Akamine
Nagoya University of Arts and Sciences
Ai Uemiya, Makiko Naka
Ritsumeikan University
Recently, with the increase of foreign workers, there has been some needs of welfare and sometimes
judicial support for foreign children living in Japan. In addition, with the increase of the Hague
Convention cases, the problem of interviewing children in foreign languages becomes a very important
issue. Regarding the research on interrogation of suspects, the effects of having interpreters in the
interview has gradually been examined in Western countries. On the other hand, few studies have
examined the effect of interviewing children with interpreters. In the present study, we examined the
effect of having interpreter in NICHD protocol interviews with Japanese children. Ten Japanese native
children participated in the study (M = 9.2 years old, R = 7 years old to 12 years old). Children first saw
a one minute video that has depicted a shoplift and participated in a distracter task (map coloring task).
After, children participated in an interview were six of the children were assigned to the Interpretation
condition, and four children participated in the control condition. In the Interpretation condition the
interview were done in English and participants responded in Japanese. The interview were interpreted
by the interpreter. In the Control group, the interview were conducted in Japanese. All the interview was
conducted with the NICHD protocol.
We first examined the number of Hiragana characters in the utterance made by the children to see the
length of the children’s response. In the whole interview, the average number of Hiragana characters in
the participants utterance was 1973.0 (SD = 682.1) in the Control group, and 1232.5 (SD = 654.1) in the
Interpretation group. The t-value analysis was conducted, but there was no significance in the two
conditions (t = 1.54，p＝.16). Also, we examined the average number of Hiragana characters in the
substantive phase of the interview. The participants utterance was 1402.5 (SD = 684.3) in the Control
group, and 861.8 (SD = 425.8) in the Interpretation group. The t-value analysis was conducted, but
there was no significance in the two conditions (t = 1.37，p＝. 20).
In the interpretation condition, paraphrase by the interpreter that had affected some of the child’s
responses were seen. We are currently proceeding with further data collection and data analysis.
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Empirical Analysis of Social and Psychological Effects of Wanted Notice
Hyehwan Lee, Sanghwa Shin
Korean National Police University
Police are using an "Wanted Notice System" to disclose the suspect's personal information for quick
arrest in case the suspect escapes or threatens to commit a repeat crime. This study is an empirical study
of the effect of such Wanted Notice System. First, I am going to proceed with a correlation between the
effects of demographic, criminal variables and the media coverage in the empirical analysis of Wanted
Notice Posters. Second, it is a verification of the casual effects between the spread of Wanted Notice
and arrest of suspects. The spread of Wanted Notice, an independent variable, includes media coverage
and whether to promote social networking services. Dependent variables include the post-Wanted
Notice arrest period and the types of arrest. Types of arrests were presented as reports by citizens,
suicides or surrender, and arrests by investigative agencies. Through a regression analysis between
independent and dependent variables, the social and psychological effects of Wanted Notice are sought.
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Examining the number of Hiragana-characters in the utterance in
forensic interview for people with autism spectrum disorders.
Ai Uemiya
Ritsumeikan University
Hiroyuki Ito
Chubu University
Atsuko Yoshimoto
Osaka City University
Masatsugu Tujii
Chukyo University
Makiko Naka
Ritsumeikan University
Recently, an interview procedure called "forensic interview" has been used for interviewing child
victims and eyewitnesses, and also for people with special needs. In the forensic interview, questioning
techniques called "free report" are recommended. Many previous studies have shown that "free report"
elicit credible and spontaneous reports from the interviewee (Orbach, Hersjkowitz, Lamb, Sternberg,
Esplin & Horowitz, 2000). However, few studies have examined the effect of free report with people
with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) so far. At first, people with ASD have difficulty in retrieving
memory by free recall than by recognition (Bennetto, Pennington & Rogers, 1996). Secondly, people
with ASD can recall semantic memory well, but have difficulty in recalling episodic memory (Lind &
Bowler, 2009). From these studies, there are some concern that "free report" question techniques may
not be suitable for people with ASD. In the present research, we first examined the length of utterance
of people with ASD in forensic interviews.
Thirty-seven people participated in the study. Twenty-one under-graduate students participated in the
control group (male = 9，female = 12; M = 20.24 years old, SD = 1.22）, and 16 people were in the ASD
group (male = 15，female = 1; M = 27.50 years old, SD = 6.27）. Participants first saw a one minute
video（depicted a shoplift） and after the video phase they were instructed to color a map for 10 minutes
(distracter task). After, participants had an interview. The interview was conducted with the NICHD
protocol. We examined the number of Hiragana characters in the utterance of the interviewee to see how
long the participants talked in the interview. In the whole interview, the average number of Hiragana
characters in the participants utterance was 3555.33（SD = 1918.58）in the control group, and 2353.50
（SD = 863.14）in the ASD group. The t-value analysis was conducted and control group’s utterance
were longer than the ASD group（t(35) = 2.33, p < .05, d = .77）. We also examined the average number
of Hiragana characters elicited by the first open-ended question made at the transition to substantive
phase of the interview. The participants average number of Hiragana characteristic were 610.14（SD =
364.11）in the Control group, and 225.44（SD = 133.65）in the ASD group. The t-value analysis was
conducted, and control group’s utterance were longer than the ASD group（t(35) = 4.01, p < .01, d =
1.33）.
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The effect of defense attorney on confirmation bias of decision maker
during criminal investigations.
Minhee Jo, Roseop Park
Hallym University
Confirmation bias is the tendency of seeking evidence or interpreting evidence by consistent way of
existing thinking and hypothesis. We can find error of confirmation bias during criminal investigations.
The present study aim is to investigate the effect of defense attorney on confirmation bias of decision
maker during criminal investigations. We analysed three conditions (control condition without
confederate, confederate's simple participation condition, confederate’s active participation condition).
In the control condition, a participant performed the task alone. In the confederate’s participation
condition, a participant performed task with confederate. Compared with control condition, participant
of the confederate’s participation condition reduced the confirmation bias. Participation of other person
was effective on reducing the confirmation bias during criminal investigations. Limitations and
implications of this study were discussed.
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Fairness in performing family work: Exploration with the perspective of
Kaji harassment
Akinobu Nameda
Shizuoka University
The notion of Kaji (family work) harassment, that was first shown by Takenobu (2013), describes the
situation of that people in charge of family work have been harassed. According to Takenobu (2013), it
is harassment that people in charge of family work cannot have access to the positions with political and
economic power because they have used time and energy to family work and have not had those to keep
developing their occupational career. The notion of Kaji harassment is a perspective revealing that
people performing family work are in disadvantaged positions in society.
In recent years, in Japanese society, so called maternity harassment and paternity harassment are on
the news and received attentions. Maternity and paternity harassment indicates the events that people
are treated adversely and unfavorably in workplace when they take birth and/or childcare leave. That
harassment includes the cases that workers taking birth and/or childcare leave are demoted or forced out
of work.
In a way, the maternity and paternity harassment can be regarded as an extension of Kaji harassment.
Common ground is that regardless of gender, people performing family work are disadvantaged in those
cases. The present study, therefore, explores what was happening with the harassment, based on the
legal precedent documents. Together with the other materials on the maternity and paternity harassment,
we try to find the psychological aspects and behavior that make the events harassment, and discuss what
standards and the way of thinking we have on the practice of family work and occupational work.
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A Study on Recidivism Prediction through a Risk Assessment Tool for
Juvenile Offender
Hyeseon Noh, Soojung Lee
Kyonggi University

This study carried out to inspect that how much subscales of Risk Assessment Tool for juvenile
offenders at police investigation could predict their recidivism. Risk Assessment Tool for juvenile
offenders at police investigation estimated the level of recidivism risk with 45 items. This risk
assessment consisted of six subscales; Family Structure, Functional Roles of Family, Adaptation to
School Life, Experience of Runaway, Previous Delinquency, and Personal Risk Factor such as
substance abuse, psychological problem, and sex abuse. To certify the prediction, Risk Assessment Tool
for juvenile offenders at police investigation was used to assess 39 juvenile offenders included in the
police system before. As a result of Cox regression, the factors measuring Family Structure and
Functional Roles of Family significantly predicted juvenile recidivism. Juvenile offenders with high
Family Structure score(Exp(B)=1.873, p<.05) and Functional Roles of Family score(Exp(B)=.628,
p<.05) were likely to re-join in criminal justice system.
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Sentencing of Mentally Ill Offenders: Biological Explanation,
Nature/Nurture Information, and Motivation for Punishment
Xinhui Lowe
National Taiwan University
Sentencing decisions on mentally ill offenders have received a lot of attention from the public and
academia. The aim of this study is to examine how biological explanations and nature/nurture
information about the mental illness of an offender influence sentencing decisions and the motivation
behind such decisions. Participants will be presented with a scenario depicting aggravated assault. The
study’s manipulations include providing a biological explanation for the offender’s mental illness,
nature/nurture information, and purpose of legal punishment. We aim to explore how these factors
influence lay peoples’ sentencing decision on mentally ill offenders.
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The ECCRN and the Current Situation of Early Career Researchers in
Japan
Ikuo Aizawa
Ritumeikan University
David Brewster
Ryukoku University
The Early Career Criminology Research Network of Japan (ECCRN) was launched by Ikuo Aizawa
(Ritsumeikan Univ.) and David Brewster (Ryukoku Univ.) in 2018. The primary purposes of the
ECCRN are to: (1) support the development of early career criminology researchers and identify
opportunities to advance their careers; (2) provide a friendly and social environment which
encourages comradeship amongst peers; (3) encourage research collaboration; (4) engage with foreign
early career researchers working in Japan, as well as those located internationally; (5) facilitate the
internationalization of criminological research conducted in Japan; and (6) advance and promote the
field of criminology in Japan. In this poster presentation we will provide an outline of the ECCRN and
the current situation of early career researchers in Japan, and propose to create cooperative relationships
with foreign (especially East Asian) early career researcher groups.
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Use of Statement Analysis in Korean Criminal Investigation
Suung Jeong, Eunkyung Jo
Dongguk University
In this presentation, the current status of statement analysis practice and policy developments in
Korean criminal investigation is reviewed.
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Cognitive Framework and Communication Deviation in Inquiry
Chengnan Pian
China University of Political Science and Law
Han Yang
Public security bureau of Beijing’s Chaoyang
Mengyu Liu
China University of Political Science and Law

The framework affects people's various cognitive activities, manifested in perception, memory,
thinking, communication as the set, schema and expectation. The framework can be divided into a
framework of reality and a framework of stories. According to Hamada (2009), a basic question in the
formation of a story is: who is telling, who is listening, or who is composing the story. During the
interrogation, the unexperienced person inquires of the experienced person about the event and forms a
story about the facts. In this process, these two sides are prone to have various communication
deviations.
This study selected an interview material of a child. A kindergarten teacher asked the child about the
toy damage event occurred during the game the previous day. The study mainly analyzed the inquiry of
the characteristics of the toy car, and examined the performance, dynamic process of the cognitive
framework and its influence on communication from the seemingly chaotic communication deviation
phenomenon. Vygotsky's inner speech theory can provide a theoretical reference for in-depth analysis of
cognitive framework and communication deviation.
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【2_P22】

The Impact of Presentation Media of Suspect’s Confessions on the
Viewer’s Conviction
Yuko Yamasaki, Saki Yamada, and Mitsuyuki Inaba
Ritsumeikan University
Previous studies suggest that presenting an interrogation recorded video can produce bias. We
therefore conducted experiments to ascertain the effect of the influence of interrogation presentation
medium (written statements vs. recorded videos) on fact-finding.
Method
Participants
In this study, 43 university students (average age = 21.1 years, SD = 4.9）participated. They were
randomly divided into two conditions (the statement condition vs. the video condition).
Materials
Six kinds of interrogation records (the accused denied murder charges in the first to the third
interrogations, but he confessed in the fourth to the sixth interrogations), two types of interrogation
presentation medium (written statements vs. recorded videos), and an incident summary report plus a
questionnaire were used. The outline of the case was as follows: the accused was a 36-year-old male
suspected of killing a woman aged 60 years old. The accused had entered into a neighboring room,
where the victim lived, and quarreled with her about the noise. No physical evidence is present,
however the accused confessed thrice during interrogation sessions, but later denied committing the
crime during the trial.
Procedure
First, the participants read the case outline. Next, the participants in the statement condition read all
six kinds of written statements whereas the participants in the video condition read three kinds of
interrogation records, denying the crime, and watched three kinds of interrogation videos, including
confessions. Finally, they answered a questionnaire.
Results
In the fourth interrogation, where the accused made his first confession, the proportion of judges who
affirmed that the interrogation method was appropriate and that the accused's statement was made
spontaneously were significantly higher for the statement condition than the video condition. However,
for the rate that judged statements to be credible, there was no significant difference between the
conditions(average 45%). Furthermore, the conviction rate of the video condition (50%) was
significantly higher compared to that of the statement condition (30%).
Discussion
As a result of the presentation medium, fact-finding was different. In other words, the presentation of
recorded videos was shown to enhance the viewer's conviction. Therefore, it is essential to prohibit the
submission of video records of a defendant's interrogation sessions during a criminal trial.
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【2_K2】

Recent Developments in Forensic Psychology Practice and Policy in
Korea
Eunkyung Jo
Dongguk University
I will review recent developments in forensic psychology practice and policy in Korea. The review
will focus on the role of forensic psychology in criminal investigation such as criminal profiling,
credibility analysis, and risk assessment.
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Session 3

【2_3_O10】

Development of Investigative Interviewing Training Programs for Police
Officers in Japan
Shota Yamamoto
National Police Academy
Recently, Japanese investigative interviewing practice has reached a big turning point. One of the
central issues is the best way to teach interviewing skills. To solve this issue, the National Police
Agency released the first Japanese investigative interviewing manual in 2012. A year later, they
established the Research and Training Center for Interview and Interrogation Techniques at the National
Police Academy. In this center, we conduct an original training program based on the PEACE model,
cognitive interview, and other sources. The program consists of lectures on the circumstances of
investigative interviews and psychological knowledge related to those interviews, interview simulations
for eyewitness and suspect, and similar topics. We have also demonstrated that trainees ask more
appropriate questions and obtain more accurate statements from interviewees after the training than
before.
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【2_3_O11 】

Study on the profiling of Sexual Crime based on Clusters of Crime Scene
Actions
Sanghwa Shin
Korean National Police University
Giho Kim
Kyungpook National University
This study aims to classify different types of sex offenders based on crime scene actions. For this
study, 160 cases of sexual offences were gathered and then coded into 27 crime scene actions proposed
by Canter et al(2003). We performed cluster analysis to differentiate the crime scene behaviors of sex
offenders and correspondence analysis to explore the similarity and distinction between crime scene
actions and clusters. As results of this study, it was produced three clusters that can represent individual
sexual offender. Each cluster was appropriately divided according to their levels of physical, personal
control or violence behaviors to victims and direct sexual or additional behaviors(theft, concealment of
crime). The cluster 1 has a character of sexual opportunistic that accidentally select and rape victim near
their residence for the satisfaction of sexual desires and then commit a theft. They are usually in a state
of disinhibition because of alcohol consumption. They are less high school, unmarried, lived with their
family and have with a varied criminal history such as robbery, theft, fraud, drive and drink. The cluster
2 is a type of serial rapists that plan to select victims as adults before for the purpose of both monetary
profit and sexual satisfaction. They showed actions of physical, personal control to victims excessively
during their crime. Such an actions and patterns of sexual offence are considered as sexual control type.
They are unemployed, less or higher college education, lived alone. The don’t have a similar criminal
history such as sexual offense but have a high rate of theft or robbery before. The cluster 3 is a type of
sexual sadistic reflected offender’s deviant sexual fantasy. They usually choose child, youth and young
adult as victims of their acquaintance sightly. They are higher college education, unmarried, lived with
their family. It seems they are an ordinary man with an ordinary life to their neighborhood on the
surface but they are likely to commit a similar sexual offenses repeatedly in the past. It is meaningful
that this study used the cluster analysis and correspondence analysis for compensating the
methodological defects of existing researches in an attempt to produce more objective profiling of
domestic sex offender. These finding are useful in understanding different types of sex offenders and
their traits. It will be helpful for investigation of sex offenses.
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Session 4

【2_4_O12】

Confirmation bias in Japanese lay judges: The effects of intermittent
deliberation
Yuji Itoh
Keio University
Hikaru Tokunaga, Hiromi Ujiie
Dokkyo University
Confirmation bias is a kind of cognitive bias in which people look for positive evidences and neglect
negative evidences to examine a hypothesis they have. This bias is notoriously irresistible although it
sometimes interferes with logical hypothesis testing. It is argued that this is because confirmation bias is
adaptive and benefits us in many situations. On the other hand, in forensic contexts, it is considered as
one of the major causes of false charge.
In criminal cases, the hypothesis that the defendant is the perpetrator is sometimes held and leads to
the false charge. Japanese professional judges judge cases, in 99.9% of which guilty verdicts are given.
This situation might make the judges have the hypothesis “the defendant is the perpetrator” and are
vulnerable to the confirmation bias. On the other hand, Japanese lay judges, saiban-ins, judge only one
case and they tend to be strongly motivated to be fair. This situation might prevent the lay judges from
having the hypothesis and make them resistible to the confirmation bias.
So, we conducted a mock lay-judge experiment to examine whether mock lay judges held hypotheses
on defendants’ guilt and the hypotheses influence their verdict decision and evaluations of evidences.
More concretely, we presented the mock lay judges a trial scenario, in the middle of the examination of
which incriminating and/or acquitting arguments were presented as the other lay judges’ arguments in
the intermittent deliberation. We asked the mock lay judges the estimation of the possibility the
defendant is the perpetrator just after this presentation of arguments. Then after the presentation of the
rest of the scenario, we asked them the guilty/innocent judgement, the second estimation of the
possibility that the defendant is the perpetrator, and evaluations on the probative value of the evidences.
Results shows that the presentation of the other lay judges’ arguments influenced most of the
dependent variables to the directions consistent with the arguments. These results might show the
possibility that lay judges form hypotheses with non- evidence information and the hypotheses
influence the evaluation of evidences and eventually the guilty/innocent judgement. The conditions
under which such influences of confirmation bias will be discussed and some proposal on how
intermittent deliberation should be managed will be given.
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【2_4_O13 】

An Empirical Study on Criminal Investigators' Investigative Thinking
Yang Jhih Cing
Investigator
Chih-Hung Shih
Central Police University
Ivar Andre Fahsing
Criminal investigation is a knowledge-intensive and time-critical environment presents a critical
challenge to criminal investigators, and the success of criminal investigations depends on a great extent
on investigators’ ability to consider all possible investigative hypotheses, then test these by lines of
enquiry. Criminal investigation has traditionally been seen as a craft, and investigators’ field experience
has play a crucial role for improving the profession. For examining if and how investigative experience
influences investigators’ investigative decision making, this research uses a quasi-experimental design
developed by Fahsing and Ask (2015), in which 28 experienced investigators and 28 novices were
presented with one semi-fictitious case and be asked to report all relevant investigative hypothesis and
necessary lines of enquiry. The quality of participants’ responses was gauged against a gold standard
established by a panel of senior homicide experts in England and Norway. The results show that there
are no difference between novices and experienced detectives in Taiwan , but latter group generated
more lines of enquiry (p=.035). In addition, an investigative tipping-point test which was add an arrest
warrant in case story has also conducted, and the results also show that there are no difference between
novices and experienced detectives in Taiwan , but latter group generated more lines of enquiry
(P=.013). Our ﬁndings suggest that professional experience may improve the ability to generate lines of
enquiry in criminal investigators, and not in hypotheses. The tipping point with an arrest warrant would
trigger a shift in investigators’ mind-set from deliberation to implementation. That is, novices became
more difﬁcult to maintain an open mind and consider multiple investigative hypotheses or lines of
enquiry after a decision to arrest a suspect. In other words, biased decision-making in criminal
investigations would be made because of novices’ vulnerability to investigative tipping points, and
experience can prevent it. However, the case maybe not so appropriate for culture, legal and
organizational contexts difference, so further research should be conduct in the future.
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【2_4_O14 】

The Effect of Competition and Cooperation on the Asymmetry of the
Interpersonal and Intrapersonal Knowledge
Gibbeum Lee
Sookmyung Women’s University
This study investigates differences in asymmetry of knowledge between competition and cooperation.
Study 1 investigated the effects of competition and cooperation on interpersonal asymmetry and
intrapersonal asymmetry. Each of 46 groups of 2 were manipulated with competitive condition and
cooperation condition, and asymmetric questionnaires were conducted before and after manipulation.
Before the condition was manipulated, asymmetry of interpersonal knowledge was observed and
asymmetry of intrapersonal knowledge was not observed. After the condition manipulation, asymmetry
was observed in the competition condition than the cooperation condition. There was no change in the
asymmetry of the knowledge in competition condition and the asymmetry of the intrapersonal
knowledge in cooperation condition. However, the asymmetry of interpersonal knowledge in
cooperation condition became smaller after cooperative manipulation. Study 2 examined the effects of
competition and cooperation on the asymmetry of intrapersonal knowledge that was not observed in
Study 1 and individual differences related to the asymmetry of intrapersonal knowledge. Each of 47
groups of 2 were manipulated with competitive condition and cooperation condition. Prior to the
manipulation, questionnaires of private self-consciousness, independent self-constual and the
asymmetry of intrapersonal knowledge were conducted and the asymmetry of intrapersonal knowledge
questionnaire was conducted after the manipulation. The asymmetry of intrapersonal knowledge was
observed before the condition manipulation and after the condition manipulation the asymmetry of
intrapersonal knowledge was greater in the competitive condition than the cooperative condition. Also,
private self-consciousness and independent self-construal were related to intrapersonal perception.
Finally, the practical and theoretical implications on psychology of law perspective as well as
limitations of this study are discussed.
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【3_K3 】

Children’s knowledge of custody-related terminology and perceptions of
a parental separation scenario
Yee San Teoh, I-An Su
National Taiwan University
The present study examined children’s knowledge of legal terminology and perceptions of a
separation scenario common in child custody evaluations. Participants included 114 elementary school
students comprising three age groups ranging from seven to twelve years. Age differences emerged in
children’s knowledge of eighteen legal terms, the nature of their errors, and amount of information
provided in response to a separation scenario. Factors such as verbal skills and legal-related television
programs/movies watching correlated with children’s understanding of custody-related terminology.
Children were also able to provide reasons for a hypothetical child’s custody preference. Implications
for future research and applications to court preparation and training of legal professionals are discussed.
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Session 1

【3_1_O15 】

Why Do We Support Offenders? The Current Status of Forensic
Disability Service in Japan.
Chie Morihisa
Ritsumeikan University
In 2000s, some books revealed the Japanese prisoners’ real. They said that there are so many people
with disabilities and aged persons in prisons. Some of them repeats entering prisons for many times in
short terms. Japanese prisons have been just like a substitute ‘safety net’ now. Because prisons cannot
refuse ‘clients’ sent from the society in contrast with hospitals, nursing homes which can refuse them.
So, such offenders cannot have their places to live in the society but can live ‘peacefully’ in prisons.
One social service provider analyzed supports required by offenders with intellectual disabilities and
proposed to the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare (MHLW) and Ministry of Justice (MJ) that they
should collaborate in supporting ex-prisoners with disabilities by creating specialist social worker
positions in each prison and probation office, and establishment of “Community Settlement Support
Centres (CSSC)” which operates “special coordination” for prisoners with welfare needs among the
imprisonment in each prefecture. Currently there are 48 CSSCs supporting offenders with welfare needs
in all prefectures.
The special coordination measure for prisoners with welfare needs is established to make transitional
support for offenders from inside to outside prison smoothly. According to the statistics collected by the
MHLW, the number of cases managed by the CSSC has been increasing rapidly each year, with the
number of consulting cases exceeding the number receiving direct coordination and supervision. A
study by our research group also found several problems in the scheme, including the budget deficit of
CSSC and insufficiency of social resources and so on. However, a key underlying problem is the
absence of a theoretical base about this issue:
Firstly, there are obviously cultural differences between the justice and welfare agencies.
Second, offenders are not recognized as a client of the social welfare system generally.
Third, generally a support for offenders with social service needs is not recognized that it is based on
the human rights of offenders.
Japanese social service system should not operate like ‘a subcontractor’ of the criminal justice tasked
with a crime prevention role but be independent of the criminal justice system and ensure the human
rights of offenders. Recently Japanese government is discussing over Japanese penal reform in which
receiving some social services will be enforced as a kind of penalty and disposition at every stage of
criminal procedure. In such a situation, we must reconsider why we do have to support other every
people.
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【3_1_O16 】

Understanding strategies of liars and truth tellers using revised CBCA
criteria
Hyemin Moon, Eunkyung Jo
Dongguk University
Although Criteria-Based Content Analysis(CBCA; Steller & Koehken, 1989) is a tool to measure the
memory of self-experienced events, the CBCA criteria do not contain memory-related information
clearly and strategic self-presentation of liars. A Revised CBCA was developed to overcome there
shortcomings(Niehaus, 2008; Volbert & Steller, 2014). Revised CBCA added items to the existing
CBCA regarding specific spatio-temporal information and strategic self-presentation. In this study, it is
assumed that there would be a difference between liars and truth tellers in their choice of texts for a
statement. Specifically it is hypothesized that the preference of episodic memory-related criteria will not
differ between the liars and truth teller, but the script-deviant details and the strategic self-presentation
will be more likely to be refrained in liars than truth tellers. In this study, 50 college students were
randomly assigned to true and false conditions and were asked to read a scenario. Participants read the
scenario and filled out a questionnaire with examples of revised CBCA criteria. Participants indicated
using a five-point scale how much they would like to use each criterion in making a true or false
statement and how much they believed it would affect the credibility of their statement. T-test was used
to compare the responses of the truth teller and liar group about CBCA criteria. Implication of this study
is discussed regarding understanding the strategies of liars and truth tellers in forensic settings.
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【3_1_O17 】

How 'Pick-Up Artist' Philosophy and the psychological control of women
ultimately led to Serious violation
Shao Zhen Wu , Cheng Nan Ping
China University of Political Science and Law
PUA (pick-up Artist) is a pure technique used in intimate relationships. But according to triangular
theory of love, All the relationship need to have emotional commitment and emotionally involved. In
close relationships, we invest in relationships and enjoy the rewards. But PUA has no emotion, it only
has skill and technique. Nowadays, many men use PUA to control women's mind to satisfy their inner
sexual desire, causing many tragedies ,like female suicide.
This study studies the autobiographical novel 《 The first love of Fang Si Qi》 written by Lin yi han,a
female writer in Taiwan. And mainly analyzed how 'Pick-Up Artist' Philosophy and the seduction
thought of “LI Guo Hua" and how the psychological control of women ultimately led to more serious
rape injuries than the largest mass murder camps in human history.
.
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【3_1_O18 】

Psychometric Properties of the DASS-21 in male offenders
Yuhao Wang, Ma Ai
China University of Political Science and Law
To assess the reliability and validity of the Depression Anxiety and Stress Scale (DASS-21) in the
male offender, and to verify the structure of the scale, in order to provide scientific basis for the
extension and use of the scale in prison inmates in our country. Methods: A sample of 260 male
offenders in Guangzhou was administrated with the DASS-21 scale and the reliability and validity of
the scale were analyzed. Results: ①There was a good distinction between each items and there was a
high correlation between the item and the total score of the scale. ②Each item has a high correlation
with its subscales, and has a lower degree of correlation with the other two subscales. ③DASS-21 and
its subscales have good internal consistency reliability, and its validity was also well. ④The results of
the confirmatory factors analysis of the three-factor model of DASS-21 is basically in line with the
theoretical conception. Conclusion: The DASS-21 has good reliability and validity, and can be used to
evaluate the negative emotional level in male offenders.
.
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【3_2_O19 】

Little India Riot - A Study of Police Officers’ Psychological Reactions
Ho Hui Fen, Lee Rong Cheng, Tham Yining, Samantha Neo & Majeed Khader
Singapore Police Force
The state of the Singapore Police Force (SPF) officers’ psychological well-being was investigated
after they responded to the significant (in Singapore’s history) Little India Riot incident that occured on
08 October 2013. The aims of the study included (a) assessing for possible post-traumatic stress, (b)
screening for potential minor psychiatric morbidity, (c) sensing for possible depression symptoms, and
(d) discerning officers’ general coping strategies in relation to the riot incident. Results found that
majority of the officers were unaffected, but a minority displayed post-traumatic stress symptoms.
Coping strategies used by SPF officers were generally consistent with previous studies involving police
officers in the Western context. Findings were discussed and recommendations for future studies were
proposed.
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【3_2_O20 】

The relationship between social support and negative emotions in male
detainees: Mediating effects of loneliness
YunHe Zhao, Guofang Wang
China University of Political Science and Law
Objective: to investigate the mediating effect of loneliness in male inmates between social support and
negative emotions.
Methods: a total of 420 male inmates from a prison in Beijing and a prison in Guangzhou were selected
and tested using the social support scale (the version of the inmates), the simplified Chinese version of
the depression-anxiety-stress scale and the loneliness scale.
Results: social support was negatively correlated with loneliness, and negative emotions were
negatively correlated. Loneliness was positively correlated with negative emotions. Social support not
only directly affects the negative emotions of prisoners, but also indirectly affects their negative
emotions through loneliness, that is, loneliness plays a partial intermediary role between social support
and negative emotions of prisoners.
Conclusion: improving the social support level of prisoners can help reduce their feeling of loneliness,
reduce their negative emotional experience, and improve their mental health.
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【3_2_O21 】

Prosecution’s appeal of the verdict by a jury in Korea
Danee Lee, Kwangbai Park
Chungbuk National University
Since the jury trial was adopted in Korea’s criminal system in 2008, the rate of appeal by the
prosecution for the jury trials is 47.9% (until 2016 from 2008). This study aimed to see the efficiency of
the high rate of prosecutor’s appeal for jury trials. We analyzed the 981 appellate judgments of jury trial
cases which prosecution appealed from 2008 to October 2017 and encoded the reasons for prosecutor’s
objections to the judgments of the jury trials. There were four main grounds for appeal of the
prosecution; a light sentence, a mistake of fact, a misunderstanding of legal principles, and a mistake of
fact or a misunderstanding of legal principles to acquit the defendant on all or a partial charges. Most of
the appellate courts dismissed prosecutor’s appeal (87.1%) and did not even discuss reasons for appeal
of prosecution in 4.4% of cases. Only 8.5% of cases were overturned in line with the prosecution
appeals in the appellate court. Compared to a high rate of prosecution’s appeal (47.9%), the ratio of
acceptance by the appellate courts (8.5%) was low. However, the excessive appeal of the prosecution
may lead the defendants to have a negative attitude toward jury trials and may also have an impact on
the jury’s fact-finding. Moreover, acquitted defendants are suffering from the anxiety of guilty verdict
and financial difficulty in preparation to continue trials. The appeal of the prosecution should be limited
in certain conditions.
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【3_2_O22 】

The Influence of Physical Victimization Experience on Psychological
Characteristics of Violent Offenders violation
Shuliang Bai, Mengxue Zhao & Zhuo Zhang
China University of Political Science and Law
Background: Violent offenders were found to be more aggressive and have higher recidivism rate.
Long-term exposure to violence both at home and society in childhood has a negative impact on
individual’s cognition, mood and behavioral development. Previous research showed that early
childhood trauma may lead to psychological and behavioral maladaptation in adulthood. However, it i’s
not clear whether the experience of Physical Victimization Experience will directly affect personality
development and behavior patterns of violent offenders.
Methods: In this study, fifty violent offenders and fifty healthy controls were recruited through by selfreported victimization history scale and the physical abuse subscale of Childhood Trauma
Questionnaire-Short Form(CTQ-SF) . All the participants completed the Anti-social Personality
Subscale of Personality Diagnostic Questionnaire(PDQ4+), social support rate scale(SSRS) and the
Brief Coping Orientation to Problems Experienced (B-COPE) Inventory.
Results: The physical victimization score of violent offenders was significantly higher than that of
control groups(t=5.6,p=0.00), as well as severe antisocial personality(t=-9.56, p=0.00). The negative
coping style of Substance Use(t=3.15, p=0.00) and Self-blame(t=3.07, p=0.00) of violent offenders
were significantly higher than normal, while the score of Active Coping (t=-3.04, p=0.00), Planning(t=3.23, p=0.00), Positive Reframing(t=-3.31, p=0.00) and Using Emotional Support(t=-1.75, p=0.08)
were significantly lower than normal. The score of physical victimization was found significantly
positively correlated with antisocial personality disorder(r=0.61, p<0.01), Self-Distraction(r=0.22,
p<0.05), Substance Use(r=0.4, p<0.01) and Behavioral Disengagement(r=0.29, p<0.01), but
significantly negatively correlated with Social Support(r=-0.43, p<0.01), Planning(r=-0.36, p<0.01),
Positive Reframing(r=-0.27, p<0.01) and Humor(r=-0.22, p<0.05).
Conclusion: Our study performed that the physical victimization experience of violent offenders is more
severe, and it may have adverse impact on adult personality, social support and coping styles, which
will increase the risk of violent crime.
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